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INTRODUCTION. 

Throughut the year the regular design work of the 

class room proved so profitable that it was thought that 

there was no subject which could be selected for thesis 

purposes of greater benefit,or vhich oflered. as great a 

latitude in the working out of the various problems, thzm 

the one mentioned above. 

Such a work involves all of the branches of electrical 

design,even the subject of transformers being included,for 

an induction motor is essentially a transformer with the 

energy delivered as mechanical, instead of electrical power. 

Throughout the work in connection with the induction motor 

the analogy to the transformer is traced.. The design of 

the generator includes both alternating and direct current 

work,and although primarily intended, as a double-current 

generator,it could be used as a rotary converter,either 

of the direct or inverted type. 
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After a consideration of these various roints in 

comparison v7ith the advantages offered by other branches 

of iuvostigation applicable to thesis work,it was decided 

that the subject chosen offered the greatest pos:3ibilities. 

In the design of this motor-generator set,a number of 

assumptions as to the character of the machine were of 

course required. The decision arrived at placed the size 

of the generator at two hundred and fifty kio-watts, 

either on the direct or alternating current side. Of 

course if considered on the alternating current side, 

the output at normal load would be represented in kilo- 

volt-amperes,as a load with a rower factor 1e85 than 

unity requires a current proportionally larger,thua 

lowering the rated output of the machine which is based 

on the heating effect of the load current. 

The electro-motive--force named for the direct current 

side is two-hundred and fifty volts - a good valus for 

use in the operation of small electric rail-roads. The 
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alternating current side of the generator is to deliver 

single phase energy at a pressure of one hundred and 

seventy-seven volts,whlch value is fixed as soon as the 

voltage of the direct current side is epecified,for the 

ratio between alternating and direct durrent voltages of 

a double current generator or rotary converter is always 

constant,and is equal to the square root of two when the 

alternating current is single phase. 

Either the direct or the alternating current is to 

be capable of delivering the full load of two hundred 

and fifty kilo-watts with the other side on open circuit. 

This offerea a very fine combination for any small 

town operating a small surface road from the same geiler- 

ating station that Is supplying current for lighting 



PART ONE. 

DESIGN of the 

DOUBLE CURRENT GENERATOR. 
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D E S I G N 

Summary of Specifications.. 

The fol1oing specifications for the Double-Current 

Generator have been chosen;- 

Output on either side,250 kilo-watts. Direct current 

voltage 250 volts. Single phase alternating,177 volta. 

60 - 65 cycles per second. 500 revo1utiois per minute. 

In the machine as above specified it is necessary 

to use a stationary instead of a revolving field, 

2 i 60 i f 

The number of poles = p = ------ - -- ,where n is the 
n 

number of revolutions per minute and f is the desired 

frequency in. cycles per second.. Substituting in. this 

2 i 60 i 60 
formula, p = ----------- = 14.4 As there will be 

500 

some slip thn the running of the induction motor driving 

the set,. it will be better to take the number of poles 

as 16, corresponding to the frequency of 66.6 cycles 

pe seciond at full speed. The slip of the iflduction 

motor before mentioned,will btlng the actual frequency 
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slightly below this value. 

DESIGN of the ARMATURE. 

In the design of the araturo the first thing to bo 

aeai.med is the percentage of polar embrace, or the ratio 

or the pole arc to the pole pitch. For direct current 

machines this usually has a value of about 0.72, and 

for alternators about 0.60. To accomodate the machine 

to either condition of operation, the ratio was assumed 

as 0.65 

In order to have the arìature so designed that it 

will not over-heat under full load current,the number of 

ampere conductora per inch of periphery should not exceed 

700; and many machines in use have as low as 300. For a 

representative value the mean of these two limits was 

selected, This value ±3 represented by "K" = 500. 

The speed of the machine represented by S is given 

as 500 revolutions per minute. 
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The output of the machine is to be 250,000 watts at 

f1l load. To determine the number of watts generated in 

the armature an efficiency of 97% may be assumed for this 

part of the generator. This gives the armature watts,. W = 

250,000 
= 258,0004 

.97 

Let L represent the length of the armature in inchea 

and D the diameter to the same scale. 

The quantity D2L will then represent the number o 

cylindrical inches in the armature. The formula relating 

this quantity to the other specifications of the armati.re 

2 6OxlO8xW i 

ja D L = i ---- where % is the previous- KxB 
ly named ratio between the pole pitch and the pole ax,and 

Bg is the assumed density of the flux in the air gap. In 

the design of direct and alternating current generators 

it le not usual to take the density lower than 30,000 

nor higher than 65,000 lines of force per square inch. 

For the purpose of this design we have chosen the inter- 

mediate value of 50,000 lines per square inch. The ratio 



of pole aro has previously been given as 0.65 

60 x 108x 258,000 
By substitution. D2L ----- - -------- -- ---- --------- = 

.65 ir2x 500 x 50,000 z 500 

19,260. If the pole length is about the sane as the pole 

2 irxD3 
pitch, then I) L = -------- . The above condition eht1d be 

'p 

fulfilled in moderato speed generators to provide for an 

econimical shape of the pole pieces. Therefore D2L = 

ii z 
19,260 = ----- ; from which D = 46 inches. In place 

16 

of this value, 45 inches was used.. 

19,260 
L - ------- = 9.56 inches. For the length 10 inches 

(46)2 

was used i. place of the value as found. The core of the 

armature being omposed of thin laminations, will of 

necessity be longer by an amount sufficient to make up 

fat the space occupied by the insulation between the thin 

sheet iron discs. The insulation may be relied upon to 

occupy io% of the length of the armature,and the proper 

length of the armature to make allowance for this will 

be 10" J .9 11..125 inches.. In building up the armature 

there iB also to be allowance made in the construction 



for ventilation.. This may be as3ulned to occupy one inch 

in add.ition, thus bringing the total length to about 12". 

The peripheral speed of the armature will be 

ii X. 45" x 500 / 12 = 5900 feet per minute. This value is 

a satisfactory one for this type of machine,since it 

agrees with the best practice. 

CALCULATION OF THE FLUX THROUGH THE ARI{ATURE. 

The ;ole pitch is equal to TT x D / p. Substituting 

lT 

the values above furnished, pole pitch = -------- = 8.85 
16 

inches. The pole arc is equal to the pole pitch times 

the per centage of polar embrace. Pole arc = .65 x 8..85"= 

5.75 inches. 

The total length of the armature is 12 inches. Siriee 

the pole pieces should he considerably shorter than the 

armature core, in order to prevent undue leakage of the 

flux, the pole shoes will be made ten inches in length. 

The area of the interior surface of the pole shoe 
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ïs the 10 x 5.75 = 57.5 spiaro inches.. 

The density of the fB.ix in the air gap has been 

assumed as 50,000 lInes por square Inch. The area per 

pole being 57,5 square inches, the flux passing through 

the gap at this density Is 57.5 x 50000 = 2.875 megallnes. 

The details of the magnetic circuit are shown in 

Plate 1. 
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DETFRMI1ATIO}T OF THE NUIfl3ER OP THE ARMATURE INDUCTORS.. 

Preliminary to thl8 the winding has been assumed to 

be of the ordinary simplex type of lap winding,having 

as many paths through the armature as the number of 

field poles, in this case 16. The increased number of 

paths reduces the aide of the individual conductor. 

Let Z denote the total number of inductors on the 

armature, m be the number of paths from positive to 

negative brush,= 16, be the flux per pole in megalinee, 

and. S the speed in revolutions per minute,= 500. Thon 

ExmxlO2x6O 250x16x100x60 
Z- --------- = ----------------------- = 1040. 

xpxS 2.875x16x500 

This value may be accepted as it is,for any even number 

of inductors may be wound as a simplex lap winding. 

The current flowing through the armature is equal 

to the number of watts output divided by the voltage. 

As the lower voltage occurs on the alternating current 

side,the winding will be designed to carry the full load 
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current for that side of the machine. 

The electromotive force at the alternating current 

terminals is equal to that at the dlroct,divided by the 

250 
square root of two; = = 177 volte. 

1.41 

The alternating current at full load is equal to 

250, 000 
= 1414 amperes. Since the current has sixteen 

177 

paths for its passage through the armature,each circuit 

will have to carry 1414 / 16 = 88.5 amperes. The direct 

current per circuit for the same output is 62.5 amperes. 

For the conductor carrying the current there has 

been assumed a croes section of 900 circular' mthlla per 

ampere of current carried. The cross section of the 

conductor is then of necessity, 88.5 x 900 = 79,650 

circular mills. The size of number 3 B.& S. insulated 

wire is 27,250 cIrcular mills. For the conductor three 

of these wires In parallel are chosen, having a croas 

section of 84,750 circular mills. This gives a cufrent 

density of one ampere to 965 circular mills. 



'z 
The approximate length of a coil,aonsisting cf two 

inductora with the end conneotions,is 60 inches, giving 

a length of thirty inches to each. inductor. On the 

armature there are 1040 inductors,connected so as to have 

sixteen paths in parallel. This gives 65 inductors in 

aerieB in each path. The total length of conductor per 

path Is then 65 x 30" = 1950 inches. The resistance of 

copper wire may be taken as twelve ohms per mill-foot 

or one ohm per mill inch at the working temperature of 

the armature. The cross section of each Inductor is 

84,750 circular mille,thus making the resistance per 

circuit equal to 1950 / 84750 = 0.023 ohms. The total 

resistance of the armature is that of the sixteen coils 

in parallel, or 0.023 / 16 = 0.00144 ohms. 

Details of the armature core and epider are shown 

In plate 2. 
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DESIGN OF THE SLOTS. 

According to good practice the slot pitch may be 

from one inch to one and one half Inches.. The value chosen 

is one and one fourth inchee,hence the number of slots 

45 x ir 

will be = 113. Since the number of slots must 
1.25 

be a multiple of 1040,and in the immediate neighborhood 

of this value, 1040 / 8 130 slots is taken. This 

requires the placing of eight inductors ïn each abt. 

The diameter of triple aotton coated ,No.3 wire is 

0.178 Inches. Fach conductor conist of three wires,.so 

the total number of wires in each slot will be three 

times eight or twenty-fowr. To Insure' an economical and 

efficient share of slot, there Io to be a winding eight 

wires deep and three wires wide, placed in the 1ot In 

two colla for easy construction. 

Fach coil will be three wires ( = 3 x .178") or 

0.534" wlde,by four wires ( = 4 z .178") or 0.712" deep. 

With 0.035 inches of varnished cloth wrapping the size 
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of each will be 0.604 x 0.782 inches. 

The slot will be lined with 0.025" of fullera 

board, bringing thE total width to .604 -- .05 = .654". 

?th the slot lining lapped on the top of the colla, 

there wil-1 be three times the thickness of the lining 

to occupy space in the depti of the slot. Its total 

depth under the wedge wIll finally be 2(.782") 3(.025") 

= 1.63". The thickness of the wedge IB to be 3 1 16 of 

an Inch,rnaklng the total depth of the punching for the 

slot 1.82". 

The conplete dimensione of ti'ie slot are; slot pitch,l..09", 

slot depth 1.82", ad slot width 0.654V 

The pitch at the roots of the teeth is 1.00 inch. 

The' tooth width at the top of the teeth is 0.446". 

The tooth width at the roots of the teeth is 0..356". 

The completely aosemhled view of the armature io 

shown In plate three. 
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D2MIN4TION O' THE AIR GAP 0F THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT. 

In the design of a generator the air gap should be 

oZ suc:h dimensione that the number of demagnetiïng 

ampere-4urne on the armature,at a pawer factor o zero, 

ahould be from one half to on'e fòurth o the number re 

quired to set up the desired flux through. the air gap in 

the magnetic circuit. This is regarding the machine a 

an alternating current generator. The number of demagnet'- 

izing ampere-turne per pole may be estimated by the 

formula, A..T.. = .707 x Tpp x x sin e. Sin O in this 

case i unity. Tpp is the number of turns per phase per 

1040 
pole =- --------- 32, and 1p is the aurreut in amperes 

flowing in each circuit = 88.5. A..T.. = .707 z 88.5 z 32 

2000,.whioh Xe. the number' of ampere turns per eac.h field 

pole opposing the magnetamotive force set up by the field 

current. The number of ampere turns on the field to 

force the flux through the: air gap should be about three. 

times this. number,or 6000, 



Having a. given length of magnetic circuit through 

the' air. the number of ampere turns required to maintain 

a certain flux density is equal to the length of the ga 

in inchea,tïmes the flux density, times Q313. That ïa 
A. T.. 

= 0.313 X lgX B. Solving, 1g------ is taken 
.313 X Bg 

as 50,000,.and A.T. is desired to be 6,000'. Then by 

6,000 
substitution i ------ -----..- = 0.384 inothee. Instead g .313 z 50,000 

of this value, 0.35 inches was used. 

CALCULÄTIO1 0?' THE POLE' C01?ES. 

For this purpose a leakage coefficieirt cf' l..3 may 

be assumed. At present thia will be sufficiently accurate, 

a the true value will be calculated later.. Although a 

trifle large, it is probably very near the correct ont, 

the- pole9 being quite close together. 

The flux through the poe coree is then 1.3 z 2..875 

megalines = 3'..74 megalines. The po&e core is made of cast 

steeI,and will 'be the same length as the pole shoe,vïz.l0. 
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The assumed density in the pole core le 90,.000 lines 

per square lnc.h at the normal voltage o± the 1nachine.. 

This value,. althcigh rather high, is selected in order 

that the operating point be carried well up on the curve 

of magnetization for the purpose of securing good regulat- 

ion. The neceeary croas section to carry this flux is 

3,740,000 
- = 41.5 square inches. Te length of the pole 

90,000 

core parallel to the shaft is ten inches.. The correspond 

Ing thickness is 4..15 inches, 'out as the corners are to 

be rounded off,and thereby diminishing the cross section, 

the thickness Is taken as 4.45 inches. 



FLUX CALCULATION. 

Calculation of the Leakage Flux. 

The J.eakagc flux per pole is deterrnined by the 

following formula when the different letters have the 

values indicateds 

( 4h' 211 ) 
= 3.19 ( --- - ) L + 3..2hk + 6.42h'kt X , when 

a' a ) 

X represents the nwnber of ampere turns per pole required 

to force the requisite flux through the effective air gap 

at the effective density. 

In the calculation of the leakage flux the values 

used in the above equation have the following nuznerca1 

significanc e: 

a' = 3.1 ht = 1.0 

Wt = 5.75 h 70 

a =6..25 L =10.0 

w = 4.45 k = 0.325, and k' = 0.61. 

k and k' are constants obtained from design curves given 

in the text on machine design, the values of which depend 
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on the ratio of the thickness of the pole to the distance 

between thö cores at the middle points,and on the ratIo 

of the pole arc to the distance between the pole shoes, 

respectively. Substituting these values in the above 

formula, we have = 

4 2x7 ) 

= 3.19 ( -- 
+ 

) L (3.2 X 7 X .325)+(6.42 X .61X 

= 148.5 X. 

THE EFFECTIVE AIR GAP. 

1 + s/t 
The eifeoive air gap,l = ---- x 1, where 1 

1+k's/t 

is the actual length of the air gap, s i the width of 

the 1ot at the air gap, t is the width of the tooth, 

and kt is a constant depending on the ratio between the 

values s and 1, in this case 0.805. 

s = 0.654" and t = 0.446". 

By substitution the effective length of the air gap 

is found to be 0.395". 

THE EFFECTIVE POLE ARC. 

The arc of the pole shoe la augmented to a certain 
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extent by the spreading of the magnetic lines of force 

over the armature core from the sides and ande of the 

pole. To determine the actual flua density in the air gap, 

the polar arc in its effective value must be known. The 

effective polar arc is equal to the actual arc:,plus k 

times the actual length of the air gap. The valuo of 

k as determined from the previously mentioned treatise 

is 2.3. 

Zubstituting the various dimensions of the parts 

in this formula, the value of the effective pole arc is 

5.75" -- 2.3x0.35" = G.55". This gives an effective polar 

area of 10 x 6.55 or 65.5 square inches. The resulting 

2,875, 000 
air gap density is = 44,000 lines per square 

65.5 

inch. 

The number of ampere turns required per pole or 

this density is 0.313 x 44,000 x .395 = 5,430. This is 

the value of X used in the determination of the leakage 

fi ux. 
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As shown on page 19, = 148.5 X, and since X 

= = 148.5 x 5,430 = 805,000 lines. The total 

flux through the core of the field is then the awn of 

these two values,viz. 2,875,000 805,000 = 3,.680,000 

2;875O00 + 805,000 
lines, and the leakage coefficient 1s---- 

2,875,000 

= 1.28. This is. very near the assunied value of 1.3 and 

consequently there is no need of a othage in the dimen- 

sions det:ermined 

ARMATURE CORE. 

The flux passing through the armature core is one 

half of the flux entering it from one pole shoe,and is 

equal to 2,.875,0OO 12 = 1,437,500 nwe1ls. 

The net width of the armature iron is 10 inchea,and 

the assumed flux density for this portion of the magnetic 

circuit is 60,000 lines r.er square inch.. The net cross 

section of coro required to carry the flux at this density 

is 1,437,.500 / 60,000 24 aquare inches,. The core 
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thickness is then 2.4 inches. 

In building up the armature 0.014" punchings are to 

be used. 

FID YOKE. 

The field core will have to oarry one 1f of the 

flux passing through. the poLe ocres at any given f]JUx 

density. At the normali internal voltage , this pole cor. 

flux is 3,680,000 lines,and consequently the flux through 

the frame. of the field Is 1,840,000 lines.. A density of. 

55,000 lines per square inch is choedn. for this part,as 

it is to be constructed of cast iron In order to secure 

the necessary rigidity. This gives a cross seotion of 

frame of 33 square inches. 

The field yoke or frame is to be made 16 inches In 

width,and will haTe an inwardly projecting flange. to 

give stl#fnesa.,. as weLl as to serve as a mount for th 

brush holdeD quadxaiit. 

The field yoke ii shòwn in Plate 4. 
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POLE SHOES. 

The pole ahoes are to be built up of laminated iron 

0.0Z in thickness. Their length parallel to the axis O 

the pole a$ the xnid.dle point io to be O..75". The. lazuinat- 

ions are to be fastened together by 5/16 inch riveta 

through 1/2 inch brass end plates. 

The magrìetia density in. the pble shoes will be a 

trifle higher than that in. the air gap, say about 50,000 

lines per square inch. 
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MAGNETIZATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT. 

In order to determine the number of ampere turns 

required on each field pole of the machine lt Is necessary 

to determine the number needed for each separate part. 

As the number of ampere turns does not, in the case of 

iron, vary directly with the flux density, it will be 

necessary to determine the values of magnetoinotive force 

for several fluxes, in order that a number of pointe 

may be located on the magnetization curve of the flua 

path. 

Following is a table giving the data for three 

points, which correspond to three separato voltages at 

no loada- that is, internal voltage. 
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Useful flux per polo 1800000 2875000 3800000 

Direct current voltage 157 250 331 

Leakage flux, 148..5 X 505000 805000 1064000 

Total flux 2305000 3680000 4864000 

Air gap B 27500 44000 58000 

EU. length .79" A..T. 6800 10860 14350 

Teeth B 69500 81600 107400 

Length 3.5". A.T.per in 20 33 ZOO 

Amp.turns 70 115 700 

Armature core B 37500 60000 79000 

Length 6". A.T.per in. 7 13 30 

Amp.turns 42 78 160 

Pole shoes B 31200 50000 66000 

Length 2.5".. A..T.per in. 6 10 17 

Amp.turns 15 25 42 

Pole corea B 56200 90000 118000 

Length 14". A..T..per in. 14 57 675 

Amp.turns 196 800 9460 

Field yoke B 35000 55000 70000 

Length 12". A..T..per in. 54 170 400 

Amp.turns 648 2040 4800 

Amp. turns for 2 poles 7717 13958 29552 

Amp. turns per pole 3885 6979 14776 

Fïeld amperes per role 3.16 amp. 5.68 1Z.0 

Note;- The number of turns per pole is 1250, taken 

from the value determined later, 
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DESIGN 0 TNE YID WINDING. 

The number of ampere turns required on the poles 

at no-load and the normal voltage io 6,979 per pole. 

The direct current voltage, which will be used to supply 

the field excitition, is delivred at 250 volts. In 

the field ircuit there is to be a rheostat which will 

consume about 20% of this voltage; thia leaving ample 

room for the regulation of the voltage within the required 

limito. The voltage on the field winding will then be 

0.8 x 250 200 volts. The economical way of connecting 

the sizteen coils would be in four sets of four coils 

per set,, thus making the pressure on the terminals of eac:h 

coil 50 volta. 

The approximate area of the external surface of each 

coil is 280 square inches. With a radiation of one watt 

per square mob of cooling ourface,which Is a moderate. 

allowance, the number of watts loot in each field coil 

is 280. Since the voltge is 50 volts, the current in 
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each coi3 is 280 / 50T - 5.6 amperea.. As there are to be 

6979 ampere turne, the nuiber of turns will be 6979j'5..6 

1250. The reeistane of each coil is equal to the 

50 
voltage diviied by the current in amperes, = -- = 8.95 

5.6 

ohms. 

The aproxiinate length of a mean turn of the wire 

on the field spool is 36 inches or three feet,. arid the 

total length is 1250 x 3' = 3750 feet. Since the resistance 

of 3750 feet is 8.95 ohms the resistance per 1,000 feet 

8.95 
is ----- = 2.38 ohms. In the table of E.& S.. wire, the 

resistance of No.14 is found to be 2.52 ohms per thousand 

feet. This is sufficiently near the calculated size,. as 

the ocitation can be brought up by means of the rheostat. 

The true resistance of the coil with 3750 feet of No.14 

wire Is 9.45 ohms. The weight of one thousand feet of 

double cotton. aovered wire of this size is 12.8 pounds. 

The total weight of wire per pole is 3.75 x 12.8 = 48 1hs. 

In wraping this wire on the spools there are 14.1 



22.85 R 
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turns per inch of length. The winding space on the polo 

coro is 6.0 inches long, so the number of turns per 

layer is 6 x 14.1 85. There will be 1250 1 85 = 14.7, 

or In even numbers, 15 layers. The depth of the winding 

15 
will be -- = 1.1 inches over the insulation surrounding 

the core. 

The total current taken by the field, sinee there 

are four seta of coils in parallel, will be 4 x 5.6 

= 22.4 amperes. 

The total resistance of the field - four sets of 

4 x 9.45 
four coils each-In parallel, Is ------ = 9.-45 ohms. 

4 

The copper loss in the field at this excitation is 

22.42 x 9.45 = 4,750 watts. 

On the page preceding is Plato 6, showIng a field 

magnet In detall, as well as the pole shoe. 
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DESIGN OP THE SHAFT. 

In such machines as the various classes of electrical 

generating units the shafts are of necessity heavier 

than in. other lines of their application, for the armatures 

of the generatore are running within a emaïl distance of 

powerful elec:tro magnets, and in addition to this are 

carrying the rapidly rotating mass compriing the field 

or armature, as the case may be. 

The proper size of shaft may be determined from the 

formula,. cL = k times the fourth root of the quotient of 

the number of watts output divided by the number of 

revolutions per minute. The value k in this formula is 

a constant for a given size of machine, and in this case 

is equal to 1.3 

Sïx inches was used as the diameter of the shaft in 

place of 6.1 inches as determined by the above formula. 
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C01OE!UAT0R. 

With a simplex lap winding the number of commutator 

bars may be Z / 2ri, where n is any integer, and Z is the 

number of inductors on the armature. As a trial , the 

value of m is taken as one. The numbei of armature induct- 

ors is 1040, and consequently the number of commutator 

bais ia 520. 

The diameter of the commutator should be between 

six and eight tenths of the diameter of the armature. In 

this case 30 inches was chosen as the mean value of the 

two extremes given by this formula.. 

The width o! each bar at the surface of the commutat- 

30 x lT 

or is ------ 0.182 inches. This is a good value,, so 
520 

the number of segments and the diameter of the commutator 

will be taken as determined. The above thickness of bar 

includes the insulation between the segments, which 

should be about 0.017" of mica. If a much greater amount 

of insulation was used, the proportion of mica in the 
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commutator would be so great that the wearing of the sur-d 

face would take place unevenly. The net width of the bar 

at the surface of the commutator is 0.182 - 0.017 = 0.165". 

Details of the commutator are shown in Plater 7 & 8 

BRUSHES. 

With a lap winding there are required as many sete 

of brushes as there are poles on the field, which is in 

this case sixteen.. The total full load current is 1,000 

amperes on the direct current side, an. since there aro 

16 brush sets, corresponding to sixteen paths through 

the armature, the current through each set will be 

1,000 
2 x ------ = 125 amperes.. A nominal value of current 

16 

density in the brushes at the point of contact is 30 

amperes per square inch.. This gives as the necessary 

125 
contact area per set, -- = 4..2 squareìches. The brush 

should have sufficient thickness to cover two or three 

commutator segments. To do this we will take the brush 

thickness as 0.75 inches. The width of each brush to 
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4.2 
give the required contact area will be - = 1.4", 

4 x .75 

as there are to be four brushes in each set. 

Allowing a half inch between the brushes, and a 

half Inch at each end, the length of the brush set will 

be eIght inches, but as there should be sufficient room 

allowed for an efficient staggering of the brushes In 

order to prevent local wearing of the commutator, the 

length of the surface of each segnent will be taken as 

ten Inches. 

At full load the voltage drop at the contact between 

the conrnutator and the brushes ay be taken as two volts, 

and for Interitedlate loado In proportion. This is a value 

observed in rractice, 

Figure 9 shows the details of the brushes. 
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C0MUTATION. 

In order to be assured of good commutation we must 

predetorine the reactance voltage. 

For a machine with p poles and a length of armature 

iron 1, the reactance voltage at a speed of S revolutions 

per minute Is 2p x i x S x 108x the nunber of ampere 

turns per pole on the armature. The number of turns 

per pole is 32.5 and the current in each is 62.5 amperes. 

The nwnber of ampere turns per pole Is 62.5 x 32.5 or 

2030 per role. 

32 x 10 x 2030 x 500 
The reactance voltage Is then 

10° 

3.25 volts. This Is well within safe limits. 

¡n 

The voltage generated per aegment Is --- x F , when 
C 

m is the number of paths through the armature, and C Is 

the number of commutator segments. The number of corn- 

mutator segments is 520, and the number of paths in the 

armature Is 16. F = 250. 

16 x 250 
The voltage per segment Is -------- = 7.7 volts. 

520 
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COLLECTOR RINGS. 

The alternating current will have to be taken from 

the armature by means of collector rings, each of which 

will have to carry the full load current of the alternat- 

Ing side of the generator, which is 1414 amperes. 

With copper brushes on copper rings, the current 

density permissible I 80 amperes per square Inch of 

contact..This is not the maximum value allowed, which Is 

about 100 amperes. The contact area necessary for each 

ring is 1414 / 80 18 square inches.. On each ring there 

are to be four tangent copper brushes, and the width of 

the ring will be two Inches.. The required length of 

18 
contact per brush is --;-- = 2.25 inches.. 

As it will be upossib1e to slip the collector 

rings over the entire length of the shaft, they will be 

of the split ring type. Details of their construction 

are shown in Plate 10. 
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RREDETERMINATION OP PEFORUA10ES 

Acting as a Direct Current Generator. 

Given the no. load magnetization curve as before 

calculated. 

The load saturation curve is next to be calculated.. 

At a given ,.oad current, the armature reactive action, 

the IR drop in the armature and at the commutator,. and 

the armature demagnetizing and cross ampere turns,. may 

e. Considered constant throughout the range of voltage. 

This assumption 13 based on the fact that these actions 

are based on or caused by the current in the armature, 

and are in no way affected by the field current or induced 

voltages, that is to any extent appreciable in the pre- 

determination of the operating characteristics. 

At the full load of one thousand amperes the drop 

in voltage at the commutator is assumed to be two volts. 

As before stated, this is an average of the observed 

measurements on similar machines, under similar conditions, 
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and is directly proportional to the laad current.. 

The resistance of the armature is 0.00144 ohms. 

The armature drop plus the commutator drop la 

2 
Ç 0.00144 ----- X I, where I is the load current. 

1,000 

1ATURE REACTIONS. 

The lnflueice of the armature current on the field 

must now be determined. 

The total number of commutator segments is 520,and 

the number per pol.e is 520 J 1G = 32, approximately. 

Under ordinary running conditions, the forward lead of 

the brushes will be about one sixteenth of the angular 

distance between the pbles, or In the case under consider- 

ation, 32 / 16 = two segments.. Throughout, the regulation 

will be calculated for this brush lead. The number of 

turns per segment is one. 

Let the number of commutator segments be A, 32, per 

pole. ; the nwaber segments brush lead, be i, = 2 ; the 

number of paths through the armature be D,= 16 ; and the 
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number of turns per segment be J = 1. 

The total armature strength per polo at the current 

AxJ Xi 
I through the machine is -----.----- , and. the number of 

D 
2xB AxJxI 

demagnetizing turns per pole io ------- x ------ -. - = 
A D 

2fl JI 
, or with the above values substituted in place 

D 
2x2x2 I 

o the symbol-s, --------- I = -- . This gives the num- 
1G 4 

ber of demagnetizing ampere turns for any load current I, 

and in the following table these values are entered in 

column 7.. 

If the brushes were in the neutral position, all oÍ 

armature magnetornotive force would be utilized in pro- 

ducing a f lux at right anglee to that of the field, which 

magnetomotive force is known as the croas ampere turns, 

or distorting ampere turns. When the brushes are shifted. 

ahead by B segments, the same number of ampere turns per 

AJ I 
pole are produced,= ----- , but part of these turns, to 

D 
2BJ I 

the value of -------- are changed to direct demagnetizing 
D 

ampere turns. Therefore the number of cross ampere turns 



JI 
ie C A - 2B ) --- 

D 

Though these turns do not directly oppose the field 

ampere turns, their effect of concentrating the flux 

under the trailing pole tips is euch as to diniinish the 

effective value of the field,. The number of field ampere 

turns to be added per pole to compensate for this effect 

vaa obtained from curves given in the treatise on design, 

showing these values for a given number of distorting 

ampere turns vith a given field excitation. These curves 

are to be found on page 331 of the"Standard Handbook for 

Electrical igineors".Thua at a given load urront, the 

number of field ampere turns required for a certain voltage 

are obtained by adding to the number of field ampere turns 

at no load, the two values of demagnetizing ampere turns 

as obtaine above. 

Following is a tabulated list of the various factors 

entering into the calculation of the reu1ation. Plate 5 

ho; the no-load and full-load saturation curves. 
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1. Per cent load .. 00 . 25 50 

2. Com. Segmente ......... 16 ........ 16 ......... 16 
per Pole. 

3. Segmente Brush ...... . 2 ........ . 2 ......... Z 
Load. 

4.AmperesLoad. ........ 00 ....... 250 ........ 500 

5. Paths through .....l6 ........ l ......... 16 
Armature. 

6. Tains per Segment .... 1 ...... .. i ...... ... 3. 

7, Derna. Ampere Turns .000 ....... 63 ....... 125 
per Pole. 

8. Ampere Turns. ........ 000 .......500 ...... 1000 
per role. 

9.. Disto.iti Amp. .... COO .......437 ...,... 875 
Turns per Pole. 

l0.Ärr.iature Fesietance0,00144. .0.00144...0.00144 ohms 

11.Arm..IRDrop...... 000 ....... C.36..... 0.72 

12.Caimriutator IR Drop.. COO ......0.50 ..... 1.00 

l3..Gtal Internal ..... 250 ....250..90 ..... 251..? 
Voltage. 

14.No Load Ampere .... 699 ......7C50 ...... 7125 
Turns for Voltage 13. 

15.Pïeld Ampere Turns,..QQ ...... ZOO ....... 400 
to Overcome Distort. 

16.Tota]. Ampere Turns 6979 ......7313 ...... 7650 
per Pole. 7 + 14 + 15. 

l7.Fielcì Amperes per 5.67 ..... 5.95 ...... 6.22 
Pole. 

18.Total Field Amps. 22..6 ..... 23.8 ...... 24.9 
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i cOntinued. . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 . . . . . . .100 . . . . . . . 125 

2. ....... ...... .. 16 ........ 16 ......... 16 

3. ..see.,.,........... 2 ...,.... Z ......... 2 

4.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750 .. . . . . .1000 . . . . . . . .1250 

5. S...sl....,........ 16 ........ 16 ... ..... 3.6 

e. ..................... 1 ......... 1 ..,...... 3. 

7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 188 . . . . . . . . 250 . . . . . . 312 

8.. ................... 1500 ........ 2000 ...... 2500 

9.. Se . . . . . . . . 1 . .1312 . . s.l 1750 . . . . 2188 

10.. . . . . . . . . .... o ..003.44. . . . . o .00144 ... o ..00i. 

i3.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ..10 . . . . . . . . 1 .45 . . . . . . i .80 

12. ... . . .5 .... 1.50 . . . 1 ...2..00 . . . . . 2.50 

i 3. .. . . I ..e ... , . 252.6 . . . . . 25.5 . . . ... 2E4..4 

i4. ..................... 7942 ...... 8220 ..... 8450 

i5. ... . . . s s . . . . . . . . . . . 560 . . . . . . 700 . . . 800 

i 6 ..... . .. . s I I S I 5 5 s I . 7942 ......i.. I 8220 e .0 8450' 

3. 7 .. I s s i i s s . s . . s 6 45 . . .. 6 .68 s . e 6.90 

i 8. e.. . s I s s . s I S S S s I 58 . . . . . .- 26.7 . . . . . 27...6 
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tance of the arEaturo is 0.00144 ohms. The copper loas 

in the armature is eival to the total resistance of this 

part of the circuit multiplied by the square of the total 

current. 

The iron losses of the generator consist of the 

hysteresis and eddy-current losses ir. the armature iron. 

There is no loes in the iron of the field poles or yoke, 

as the density of the magnetic flux through these parts 

is constant in value. 

The volume of iron in each tooth is equal to 

.466 + ..356 

x 1.82 x 10, lO being the length cf each 
2 

tooth in the direction of the shaft's length,in inches. 

The total tooth volume,, which i 130 tiznes the value 

obtained frcm the above quantity, is 950 cubic inches.. 

The diameter of the armatirc coro at the roots of the 

teeth is 41..35 inches, and the internal diameter of the 

core is 36.55 inches. The volume of iron in the core of 

the armature is 0.7854 x ( 4[.-3E -36.52) x 10 2920 

cubic inches. The normal tooth density is 81,600 lines 
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LOSSES and EPFICICIES. 

The various lossez which can be accounted for previoua 

to the operation of the machine are I2R loas in the field, 

the 12R loss in the armature, the iron loss in the armature., 

and the loes at the commutator. 

The copper or 12R lo in the field is equal to the 

square of the field current required at the given load for 

excitation, squared, and multiplied by the resistance of 

the field winding. The resistance of the field is 9.45 ohms, 

and the total current in the field is at any time equal 

to four times the current per polo, as there are four paths 

in parallel through the winding.. The values of current 

for a terminal voltage of 250 volts are taken from page 

25, and the corresponding copper loss is entered in the 

column marked field loss, in the table of losses and 

efficiencies.. 

The current through the armature is equal ta the 

sum of the load and the field currents.. The total resis- 
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por aquare inO:h,. and the noriial coro density i 60,000 

1ine per sqiare inch. The loss In the core due to 

hystoTeei Is equ.al to tthe vo1i21 of the iron, times 

the hyeteresls coefficient.. For a density of 60,000 lines 

the hysteresis factor is o.0128, which is the loss in 

one cubic inch of iron at a frequency of one cycle per 

second.. The frequency of magnetic reversal l 66 cycles 

per seond, and the corresponding hysteresis loss in the 

core la 66 i 0.0128 i 2920 = 2,470 watts.. The los due 

to eddycurrenta in the core io equal to the eddy-curroxit 

factor t1es the eq'are of the frequency, times the 

voluxiie of iron. The eddy-current factor for the above 

density la 0..0Q008, which la also equal to the lo in 

watts per cubic inch at unit frequency and at the given 

flux denslty. The eddy-current lo is 2920 i 2x .0000a 

= 484 watts.. The total loas in the core is 2945 watts.. 

The factor for hysteresis lesa in the teeth at a density 

of 81,600 lines is 0.02]., and the eddy-current factor 
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ie 0.000065. The volume of the teeth is 950 cubici inchea, 

giving a loss due to hysteresis of 1315 watts. The eddy.- 

current loss is 268 watts, making a total tooth Ïoa af 

1583 watts.. 

The entir. iron loas in. the armature lai 4537 watts. 

As before mentioned, the drop in voltage at the 

comiiiutatoir is 2 volta at fi.ill load,, other load dropa 

being in proportion. The loss in watts at the commutator 

is equa]. to the drop in. voltage times the load * field 

C ur r t 

Fo1lowg is a table of data for the losses and 

efficiencies from O to 150 per cent load,. aa- well as 

the plate of curvea taken from this table. 
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Tabl of Loaae and Efflciencieø. 

Per cent 1oad 00 25 5 75 

Tattg output 000 62500' 125000' 187500 

Shunt current 2Z..6 24.0 25.0 25.9 

Shunt 12R 1oa 4850 5450 5900 6300 

Arm. Current 23 273 525 776 

Arm.. 12R 1oa 1 108 398 871 

Iron loßs 4537 4537 4537 4537 

Commutator lOBS 00 137 525 1163 

Tota1 Loss 9388 10232 11361 12890 

Watts Input 9388' 72732 136361 201391 

% Effioiency 00 85.5 91.8 93.5 



Table of Losses and Efficiencies 

continued. 

Per cent load 100 125 150 

WatlB output 250000 312500v 375000 

Shunt current 26.8 27..6 28.5 

Shunt i2n loss 6740 7200 7650 

Arm.. current 1027 1228 1529 

Arm. 12R loss 1520 2360 3380 

Iron loss 4537 4537 &537 

Commutator loss 2056 3200 4590 

Total 1oa 14853 17297 20157 

Watte input 264853 329747 395157 

Efficiency 94.3 94..6 94.5 
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PE'ORMA10ES aa an ALTERNATOR.. 

As a datum for the commencement of this calculation 

we have the no-load characteristic of the machine as an 

alternator, which, as there is no. load on the armature, 

is the same as the no-load characteristic as a direct 

current generator, with the oxcept±on that the values of 

the alternating voltage are equal to those of the direct 

current divided by the square root of two. This is the 

theoretical ratio between the alternating and direct 

current voltages of any single phase double current mach- 

irie. 

The first step in the determination of the regulat- 

ion is the calculation of the short-circuit characteristic. 

This is to be done with all possible care, for in the 

correct determination of the values loo.ating it, depend 

all the subsequent calculations.. The method outlined by 

Crocker and Torda is followed in the determination of 

this curve. 
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If Â represents the nw.iber of ampere turns on one 

of the poles of the alternator, and B the number on the 

short-circuited armature, then Â = cB, in which equation 

C is some constant depending on the reluctance of the 

r 

magnetic circuit. In any case c = i + - ; when r is the 
r' 

magnetic reluctance of the air gap, and r' is the reluct- 

ance of the armature leakage path. 

ari alus 
r = 0.313 J (-.---- - ------ ). 

o Zou+2oq 

Substituting in this equation the values for the 

various symbols which are taken from the drawing, and 

are not enumerated. here, we have nuxaericaly, 

5.75 x ..435 x 11 il x 5.75 x .188 x .327 r= 0.313 J ( --------------- ---------------------- ) 
1.9 x 0.35 2 x 1.99 x .188 x .35 

0.00398. 

The formula for the armature leakage reactance is 

4ixlxo 4ixg(an.+o) 
r" 0,.313 J E --------- -- + -------------------- an+21'). 

s(na) (an)o 

Substituting in the above formula the numerical 

values which aro not here given, and which,as in the 

case above were obtained from the drawing, we have; 
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0.313 rt - 
41x1x0 4ixrx(a-i.n-i.e) 
e Ça+n ro - an+21 

O ..313 

7.24 x 11 x 1.09 7.24 x .43o x v.94 
Tx 8.85 - + 8.5 x 1.09 + 8.85 + 6.0 

a 0.00935. 

The greater this value r' in comparison vith r, the. 

better will be the regulation of the machine. In thIs 

case the ratio is about three to one. 

Is previously stated, the value C equals i + or 

in substituting the numerical values of these two reluct- 

0.00398 ances we have C = i 
OO9 

- 1.426. 

Haviflg the value of this constant C, we may deter- 

mine the short-circuit current for a given field oxcit- 

ation. With the armature of the alternator short-circuit- 

ed, the current is lagging practIcally 900 behind the 

electromotive force in phase çosition,and the number of 

effective demagnetizing anpere turns is .9 I T q z sinG. 

In this case sin G is equal to one. I io the current 



per circuit of the armatur-e windin·g·, Tp is the- numbar 

G£' turns per, po-~e on· the armaturs. q iS· a c·onstant f .or 

any giv:en machine, and is equal to: the ratio o-£ poi.EJJ arc:: 

to::. pole piton, times a Viariablle whic:il in. this particular 

case- is e(luai. to 1,.28' a.s taken fro..m design curves showd.:ng 

its value in Bl funo:tion of· t1te; physical. cons-tants o:f the; 

generator... The rat.io of pole- arc~ to pole pitc:h is 0.6o-, 

wh:tc~h rnul t ipli ed by this c:on'stant giVo'EfB the value; of q 

=== o·•.s·so. The wim:ting · facto.x- z· depen-ds~ on the ratio cd..' 

the v•e.o~t-or sum. of.· alJl the· increment mr. M •. F. s "'to:: the · 

alge:braict sum· of these· same voltages .. Foz a 'th.d:roughly 

distriouted winding this value· is o.637. 

To:; d'Erttermin~e: ther short ciroui t current in one: coil 

Gf the armature we· will assume a fie·ld excitation, and 

s:olve the abov;e· equation fo-r: rp •. 

Aasume:: a :tield excita tion of IO amperes per poLs 

o:f the~ field:.. The· number of turns on the fiel'd' is lJ250,.: 

a:nd: the- n:umb'.e:T of· ampa:re turns per· pole is lZ, 500. 



By substitution in~ the- above- equation we ha'V'S, 

Ip IZ',.DOO / 1-.426' x •.9" x -..83S x •. 637 x 3Z•.5 = 563" amp •. 

the. tota:I. cu-rrent i:s; 16 x 56'3' = 9',00'0- amperas;•. This giv:re:w 

on~e-; point on· the s:li.o-rt-eircuft- cnarac~teriertic.: ,~ as the; 

f'i:eJl'd current per po:le· is asa1Uile-d to~ be· r:o amp'e:re~,, and1 

the c:o-r-r:e·spond:tng armature current is; 9, o-cYO amperes. The; 

88',.5 ampe:xea; per ciJ..rcuit •. By substitution. in the formula 

pre_V!ious!y giv:en,) we; get the- number of ampe;r.e turns~ on 

the aJl'Da:tlu-re;,.,whio.:h are <nr.eo:t!y demagnetizing, aqua! t-oo 

1~, 555: .• W:litl't ll,.250 turns. on e.a.ch co:ii. of the. fielld:, tlia 

current nece:·ssary to o::oun:terba1anc· the eff'e·ct o--! this; 

I, 35o· 
armature; demagnetizing action. ia ___..._...,- =-1.1 ampe;res-.

1,250 

Subt·rac~ing the number of c:temagne::tizing ampere turns' 

at fUll load: from the; number- nec:essary to:. create: suf:fic.}

:lient elec·t-romotfve force- to· forc~e the fU:lill_ Ioadl c:ux.-rent 



through the short-circuited armature,( which are found 

by scaling the short-circuit characteristic to be 1960 ) 

ve get a renainder of 60 amLore turn3 required to over 

come the reac.tance and. resistance of the armature by the 

electromotive force generated by them, which is equal 

to 16.7 volts, internal. 

16.7 
The synchronous Impedence is equal to 414 .0118 

ohms. The synchronous reactance is ( .rr2 - ) 

: 0.01175 ohiis. 

The reactance voltage at full load is 1414 x .01175 

= 16.67 volts. 

The voltage lost due to resistance is 1414 x .00144 

= 2.05 volt3. 

Calculation of the Load Characteristic at a 

Power Factor of Unity. 

In figure 12 the assumed terminal voltage is s:own aa 

a vector 0E in phase with the current, and added to it 

is the IR drop in the artature, also in phase with the 
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current,. The XI drop io added at right angles to these 

voltages, and the total internal voltage i shown as OC, 

making an angle ir with the currant.. 

With full load, current and a power factor of zero, 

sin sin ir = 1, and the number of demagnetIzing ampere 

turns is 1,355. In the present caso Q 0, and ir haa a 

definite value, and In conoequence the number of demag- 

netizing ampere ttrns is 1,355 x in ir. This number of 

ampere turns must be added to those on the field ro.uired 

to produce the internal voltage OC, the number of which 

is obtained from the no-load characteristic.. 

To determine the number of ampere turns, for any 

other power factor, the line or vector representing the 

terminal voltage is laid off making the angle Q with the 

current vector,. The number of demagnetizing ampere turns 

are obtiined from the angle ri, and not frors the angle Q 

Following is a tabl.e giving a series of points on 

the curves for both unity and 0.80 power factor.. 
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Power 'actor = 1; 9 = 0. 

RI drop in am. 2.05 2.05 2.05 2..05 

XI s, 
s, 16.67 16.67 16.67 16.67 

.Lasuzied ter. volts 136 160.5 187.3 53.5 

Toitage 0-t 137 164 190 58 

ir in degrees 7.0 5.9 5.0 16.5 

Sin ii .1220 .202 .088 .288 

Deinag.. amp.tumns 165 138 119 39 
1,355 x sin ir 

No load amp turns 4936 6140. 7770 2056. for voltage 0-C 

Total ntnibdr of 5101 6278 7889 2356 
ampere turns 
Field amperes per 415 5.11 6.42 1.92 pole 
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Power factor = 0.80 Q 36° 5Qt, 

Arm RI drop 2.05 2.05 2.05 

Arm XI drop 16.7 16.7 16.7 

Assumed ter. volts 2i4..0 187..3 160.5 

Vóltage O-C 225.Z 198..6 172.0 

ir in degrees 40..0 40.3 40.8 

in ri 0.643 0..648 0.652 

Deag. amp. turns 870 880 890 

Amp..tuxns for 0.-C. 11570 8360 6625 

Total number. of 12440 9Z40 751& 
ampere turns 

Field amperes per 10.1 7.5 6.1 
poi e 



(o 

Field A?Ii,oere, 1oer Po/e. 



EXCITATION CHARACTERISTIC 

of ALTERNATOR. 

The calculation of tho excitation characteristic 

for a power factcr of 0.80 is done in the same way as the 

calculation of the bad, saturation curve, except that 

several values of load are considered, and but one voltage. 

The E.M.P.. at the terminals is taken as 177 volts. 

The number of degnetizing ampere turns is equal 

1355 x I x sin l'i 

to. --------- - , since the number at the full load. 

1414, 

of 1414 volte is 1355. Pull load is 250 kilo-watts. 
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EXCITATION CHARACTERISTICS. 

Armature current 500 1414 1800 

Output=177x1x0.8 71 200 255 

Per cent full load 28.5 80e0 102.0 

Arm IR drop .72 2.05 2.60 

Arm XI drop 5.9 16.7 21.2 

Terrina1 voltage 177 177 177 

ir in degrees 38° 20 40° 18" 41° 30' 

in 0.62 .648 .662 

Dernag. amp turns 298 880 1150 

Amp turns for int.volt. 7456 7800 8100 

Total amp. turns 7754 8680 9250 

Field amp. per -'-Sole 6,.3 7.1 7.52 

Field amperes at zero load, 5.67. 



/.00dì' CìitZ,d '/250X//a-Watt3. 



ALTERlATING CURR1T TICIENCY. 

8O Power Factor. 

In this case the iron loas in the core of the 

arature is the same as for the direct current side, viz. 

4537 wattc. 

The reistanoe of the field is 9.45 ohne, and the 

field current required for the different loads i taken 

from the excitation characteTitic. 

The armature resistance is 0.00144 ohms, and the 

watt a 
current le , as 177 is the voltage at the 

.8 x 177 

alternating current terminals, and 0.8 is the power factor. 

On the following pago is the data for the 1oa and 

efficiency curves.. 
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Loae and Efficiency. 

Per cent load 000 25 50 75 

Watt8 output 000 62500 125000 187500 

Load currnnt 00 441 882 1325 

Field current 22.6 24.4 26.2 28.1 

Arm. ci.zront 22..6 465.6 908.2 1353.1 

Arm.. I"R 1oa ..... 312 1187 2645 

F1eId 12R loaa 4850 5620 6510 7450 

Iron 1ot 453? 4537 4537 4537 

Total 1oa 9387 10469 12234 14632 

9387 72969 137234 202134 

EffIciency, 00 86 91.1 92.7 



Per cent load 

Watte output 

Load ctrrer.t 

Field current 

Arm. Current 

Arm. 12R loBs 

Field i2p, ios 

Iron loss 

Total loas 

Input 

Efficiency 

Logses and Efficiency, 
C cfi 

100 

250000 

1770 

29.9 

1799 9 

4570 

;inued. 

125 

312500 

2210 

31 7 

2241 ..7 

7250 

8450 9500 

4537 4537 

17557 21287 

267557 333787 

935 93.65 

150 

375000 

2650 

33415 

2663.5 

10400 

10600 

4537 

25537 

400537 

93.8 
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SPECl'ICATIO1 for DOUD-CURREIIT 

GENERATOR. 

Ni.uuber of inductors per slot 8 

Total nwìfoer of inductors 1040 

Total nuuber of arm. turns 520 

Style of winding iip1e lap 

Cross section of one' inductor 847b0 c.m. 

MAGNETIC DATA. 

M.L.per role at full load 

Densities in kilo 1ine per sq.i.n. 

Armatuxe core 60.0 

Corroctod tooth density 81.6 

Air ga density 44O 

Magnet core density 90.0 

Field yoke density 5.0 

U.ARY of TURNE. 

Armature core 40 

Armature teeth 60 
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Mr gapi turriB 5580 
ampere turns 

Macnet core 420 

Magnet yoke 1110 

.Amp. turns to ovorconie arí. reac. 950 

Total full load ami. turne per pole 8220 

SHUNT SPOOL WINDING 

Depth of winding 1.1" 

Vblts per 511:001 50 

Pounds copper per spool 48 

Watts lost per spool 422 

0TSTANT LOSSES 

Coro lose in armature 4537 

Friction and windage not calculable. 

AATU1E 

External diameter 45.0" 

Internal diameter 36...55 

Cross senth of laminations 12.125 

iTet length of laminations 10a00 
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1umber of Blots 130 

Depth of elots 1.82 

Width of slots 0.654 

Peripheral epeed.Feet per min. 5900 

C0]AMUTATOR. 

External diameter 30.0 

Axial length of segment 11.0 

Number of segments 5O 

Pitch of segments at periphery 0.165 

Peripheral speed in feet per min 3970 

BRUSHES. 

umber of brushes per spinale 4 

Number of brush spindles 16 

Length of brush contact arc 0.75 

Width of each brush 1.4 

Amperes per sq.in. of contact 30 
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FRAME. 

Fterna1 dianiter 67 

Width of yoke 16 

Width of magnet yoke, or core 10.0 

Thickneec of magnet core 4.15 

fladial length of magnet core 7..00 

Thickneec of pole ahoc at center 0.75 

Depth of pole seat 0.25 

Length of pole face 10.0 

Length of pole arc 5.75 

Pole pitch 8.85 

Pole arc divided by pole pitch 0.65 

Radial length of air gap 0.35 



PART TWO. 

DESIGN of the 

INDUCTION MOTOR. 



TH INDUCTION MOTOR. Design. 

Having previously designed the double-current 

generator, it is necessary to design the induction motor 

to fulfill the requirements cf this machine. 

The speed of the generator is to be 500 revolut.-. 

löns por minute, so this will be the speed of the Induct- 

Ion motor. The frequoncy of the assumed three phase, 440 

volt supply le 33.33 cycles per second. 

As previously calculated, the efficiency of the 

generator is abot 93 per cent; and as this Is the 

electrical efficiency, the total efficiency of the mach- 

me may be taken as about 91.5 per cent. This means 

that the total power required by the generator at full 

load is 250 1 .915 = 275 kilo watts. 

These, then, are the conditions which must be 

fulfilled by the motor. 



The full load output of the motor' is 275 K.V. 

At the outset the efficiency of the motor may be 

assuìed to be 92 per cent. The power factor may be assur- 

ed to be 91 per cent. The above are general averages for 

this sezed machine. The input to the motor is then 

275 
- = 330 kilo-volt-amperes. The desi IB to 

,92 x .91 

be carried through on a basis of kilo-volt-amperes,. fort 

the parts carrying current must be designed to carry the 

greater amount required for a given output with a power 

factor less than unity. This Is the reason for assuming 

the poter factor nd efficiency at the beginning. The 

actual values will,of course, be calculated later. 

The supply current is three phase and 440 volts. 

It le assumed that the stator winding of the machine Is 

to be connected Delta,. and the designì is accordingly 

for this connection. The voltage per phase circuit is 

or 440 volts, and the current Is 275000 / (3 x 440 

x.91 x.92 ) = 250 amperes. 
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ARMATURE.. 

For an induction kotor of this size the average 

valuo of the maximum air gap density is 30,000 lInos 

per sjuare inch. This value will be used in the dosi&i 

of the notor. 500 ampere conductors per inch of periph- 

cry are assumed, this beine a sufficiently low vaue to 

insure cool operation. The speed S, as specIfied, is 

500 revolutions per minute. 

The formula to obtain the number of cylindrical 

inches in the armature, or rotor, is ......... 

120 z io8 

d21 = -------- .. For three phase induction 
11 L k X Bg X K X S 

motors k 4.2, and as previously stated, K 500.. 

}3y substitution in the above equatIon, the number of 

120 X 108 x 330000 
cylindrical inches = ----------------------------- 

ii x 4.2 x 30000 x 500 x 500 

=- 40,000. Te diameter of the armature of the generator 

is 45 inches, and to insure an oua1 peripheral speed 

the diameter of the armature of the motor will be taken 

the same.. The length of the armature is 40000 J 
452 

: 



I.,.8 incheD.. For the length of the armature I, ZU inoh.s 

will b used. 

The Pole Pitot. 

The number of poles on an induction motor is p = 

2xfx6O 2x33.33x60 
- , or by substïtution, p --------------- 

3 500 

8. The poÏe pitoh ïs then ir x 45 J, 8 = 17.7 inches. 

The Diot pitch. 

It is desirable to have the slot pitch in the 

neighborhood of one inch.. As a trial value we wi1l assume 

a slot pitch of 1.1 inches.. The corresponding number of 

45 X IT 

slots is --------.- 5..3 slots per phas. per p01*.. 
3 z 8 x. 1.]. 

Of ocurse an integral number of slots per pole per phase 

must be used, so six slots per poi. per phase will be 

used,, corrospnding to a slot pitch of 0.98 inches. 

DETMINATION 0F TI FLUX.. 

On the assumption that the flux. is dïstribttted at 

each pole according to the sine law,. the formula. for the 



2xB xd.x.I 
flux. per polt IB. --------- , or by substituting 

p 
2 x 30000 x 45 x 20 

the rnmerical values, - 
8: 

mega-unes per pole. 

SÏnae the wind.ïngs are Delta connected,. the voltager 

generated: in each circuit Is 440 volts. The formula for 

the voltage of each circuit on the above auiuption o 

kxxTpxf 
flux distribution is &. ---------------- ,. where Tp 

108 

is th. number of turns par pbas... Substituting the nuzner- 

bal values and solving for T , w. have .. . 

440 z ioß 
I _ ----.---..--- ---, =- 47 or as the number should 

4.2 x 6.75 z 33,35 

be a multiple of the n.mber of polos, 48 turns, or 96 

inductors per phase will be used. With eight poles and. 

six slots per pole per phase,, the number of Inducors 

in each slot will be two.. Since the number of turns: 

ïnc'reas.e& frani 4? to 48,. the flux por òle wil.1 bi: 

climnïnishod in the inverse ratio of the above. The tru. 

flux. is 6.61 negalines,, and the maximum density is 

29..4 kilôlinea. 
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ARiATUIE INDIJOTORS. 

The current per phase is 250 amperes at full 

load. The number of circular mills per ami:ere used ft 

this kind of work is from 650 to 800, and for this case. 

750 cIrcular mills per ampere will be used. Tho cross 

section of each inductor is then 250 X 750 :l87500 c.m. 

The cross section of No. 7 B.& S. wire is 20,870 c.m., 

and the cross sedtion of nine of those wires in parallel 

is 187,400 c.ni. The resistance of this conductor per 

1000 feet is 12 x 1000 / 187400 = 0.064 ohms.. 

The maximum diameter of double cotton covered wire 

of this sze is 0.156 inches. With ntne of theso wires 

in para3ol. and laid three sIdo by side, the size of 

the inductor is 0.468" x 0.468". 

insulation on one side: one layer leatheroid. 0.012 in. 

one layer rod. rope 0.006 
paper 

one yor empire cloth .008 

Total thickes 0:026 " 
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Space occupied in slot = 2 x 0.026 = 0.052". 

Width of conductor = 0.468" 

Total width occupied 0.520" 

1earance allowed 

Total slot width 

0.005" 

0.525" 

Tooth width iß 0.980 - 0.525 0.455". 

Slot Depth. 

There are two inductors per slot, and each occupies 

the same dcpth as it does width, plus the thickness of 

the insulation lapped on the top of each. The depth 

occupied y each inductor is .520 + .026 = .546", and 

the necessary depth for two inductors is 2 x ..546 

1.092". With 0.008" clearance under the wedge the depth 

of the slot under it is 1.10 inches.. The thickness of 

the wedge is 0.15" and the tooth projects 0.10" beyond, 

thus making the total tooth depth 1.25". 
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AR.!ATURE or STATOR CORE. 

The flux por pole is. 6.61 mealinos,and therefore 

the flux through the core oÍ' the stator is 6.61 / 2 = 

3.305 nogalines. Since this part is made up of laminat- 

od iron, a good value of density is 40,000 lines per 

suaro inch. The area of the cross section will then be 

3,305,000 / 40,000 = 82.6 otluare inchee. The length is 

20", and therefore tle thickness is 82,6 / 20 4.13". 

As the core is made up of 0.020" atampings, ten percent 

of the length of tho core will be occupied by the ins'- 

ation between the laminations. The ¿ross length of the 

core, neglecting the ai ducts, is 20" J .9 = 22.25 In. 

THE AIR GAP. 

A stand.rd formula for the determination of the 

length L of the air gap of an in.uction motor is, 

L = 0.05 cm. + .001 x D, where D, the diameter of the 

armature in inches, is reduced. to its euivalont value 

in centLuetere. The diameter of the armature is 45", 
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or 114 centimeters. Therefore the length of the air 

gap Ia 0.154 centimeters, = 0.065 inches. As it is not 

practicab1e to work to thousandths of an inch in the 

construction of such parta, a length of 0.07 inch has 

been used. 

The. outer diameter of the rotor is then 45 inches 

minus two times seven hundredths of an inch, which is 

44.86 inches. 

ROTOR DESIGN. 

Very little restriction is placed on the choice. 

of the number of rotor bars, except that their number 

hou1d be prime to the number of stator s1ot, and 

that they be sufficiently large to give the reuirett 

mechanical strength. As there are 144 1ota in the 

stator, the humber of bars in the ror will be chosen 

as 139, The reason for taking the number prime to the 

number of a1ot in the stator is that the starting 

torque may be groqt1y reduced if there are a number of 
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bars in the neutral. paeitien. with. reapeot to the f1ux 

set up by the stator. 

e1ectin the :nagnetizing current of the stator 

windinga, the number of anpere conductors on the rotor 

is equal to the nuriber on the stator,., which t full load 

is 250 x 144 2 . 72,000. with one conductor per slot 
72,000 

in t'ne rotor, the nunber of amperos per bar I 
139 

517. ¶0 carry thic currant the conductor Is deiied 
with 700 circular nulls per ampere, thus making the cross 

517 z 700 z it 
section of the inductor -- ------ -- 284,000 sq.. m. 

4: 

ii- z 44.86 
The slot pitch. Is ------- - 1.014 inches.. y usina 

139 

a s.uaro conductor , its dimensions will be ( .284 )3 = 

.533 z .533 inches, Allowing 0.012 inch insulation on 

each side of the inductor, the width occu;ied wiÏl be 

0.557". Ac.tding to tiii tïrteen mills f osr clearaaice In 

the siSt, the total slot width is 0.58 inches.. 

As taken from the drawing the length of the rotor 

ocre insIde the heacth is 25.-25". The rotor bars will 
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aecsaari1y projeo' sufficiently to permit of attachment 

to the ehort-cireulting rings,, arid for thie az allowance 

of Z 718 inches is made at each end. The total length of 

each inductor or bar is 3]. inches. The resistance of 

4x3]. 
each bar le ------- = .0000856 ohms.. With 139 bara 

TI z 284000 

carrying 517 amperes each,, the loas dus to. thur resist- 

ano. la 139 z 0.0000856 Z b.L1' 3,,180 watts. 

ROTOR CORE. 

The flux per poIs at the surface of the stator is 

6.61 iLL.. Assume a leakage coefficient of 1.15.. Then thi 

6..63. 
flux through th cori of the rotor will be 

Zxl.15 
2.87 megalinsa.. The' net I'tk of the iron in the 

rotor is 2O Inches,. o the thioeßO of' the oors to 

accomodate the flux. at a density of 60,000 linse will 

2870000 
be -.------- 2.375 inches. This value ia accepted. 

20 z 60000 

The rotor core, being made up of laminated. iton,, 

will have about tan per cent of its' length occupied by 



the ineulation between the stampins. The gross 1enth 

af the core, negleotin the allowance for fentilation, 

is 20 / .9 = 22.25 inchea. 

ROTOR 'TD RINGS,. 

The rroportiona of the end rings, and their re3ist- 

ance have a direct bearing on the slip of the thtor. To 

COIflìLloflCO their design, a ìi;'of 3 er cent is a*suad, 

which is an average value for motors of this size aad 

type.. The slip, in per cent, is equal to the per cent 

copper loss In the rotor. With an output of 275 X.W., and. 

275000 
the above named slip, the rotor loss will be ----- .03 

0.97 

= 8,510 watte.. As before calculated, the loss in the 

rotor bars is 3,180 watts, so the loss In the rotor end 

rings will be 8,510 3,180 = 5,330 watts. 

Then. n is the number of bars on the rotor, R the 

ring 
resistance of each ' between adjacent inductors, and 

IT the number of bars pef pole, the correr loss in both 
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rlflge is .2 z N2 z x n, when I le the effective 

current per bar. ïnce the number of watts lost in both 

rings le 5,330, the number of bars, n,ïe 139, the number 

of bars per polo N is. 17.4, and I is 517 amperes, we have 

330 .2 z (i7.4) z (317)2 z R 139,, from ',vhich 

equation we find R = 0.00000235 ohms. The distance from 

bar to bar on the short-circuiting rina le equal to the 

slot ltch at the roots of the teeth, which is 0.9775". 

The hot resistance of copper per mill-Inch is one ohm, 

and therefore the resistance por square mill-inch is 

0.7854 ohms. The resistance of a squaro mlii 0.9775 in. 

in length is 0.768 ohms. The croco section of the ring 

is th. .768 J 0.00000235 =. 327,500 square mills, = .3275 

square inches. 

For the end rings a cast brass will be used having 

three times the specific resistance of copper, thereby 

increasing the required cross section to 0.984 sq. in. 
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STATOR RESISTANCE and LOSSES. 

The length of each turn on the stator, as deterniin- 

ed. from the drawing is 96 inches or eight feet. In each 

rhase circuit there are 48 turns, so the total length 

of conductor is 8 x 8, =. 384 feet.. As previously stated 

the resistance er thousand feet of the inductor is 

0.064 ohms, so the resistance od the 384 feet is 

.384 x 0.064 = 0.0246 ohnis.. The approximate full load 

current in the stator winding is 250 amperes per phase, 

and the full load loss in the winding of the stator is 

3 i (250)2 0.0246 = 4,600 watts. + 

iote;- In the following calculations for the perform- 

ande curven from the circle diagram, the rosistance of 

the stator was taken as 0.064 ohms per phase. This error 

will affect the calculations to sorno slight degree, but 

as time did not permit of a recalculation, the resulta 

obtained with this vaThe ;rere rer:sitted to stand.. The 

entire r.ethod of calculation in the determination of 
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of the performances is the same for the true resiance 

as for the value used. The quantity the most affected. 

by this error is the efficiency, which when obtained 

with the correct value is about one rer cent higher 

than is found later. 

IRON L0SSS. 

The dimensions of the teeth are O.455 x l.2S. 

The 1øflt1ì of iron in the armature or stator is 20 in. 

herofore the volume of iron in each tooth is 20 1.25 

.455 = 11.4 cubic inches. There are 144 teeth on the 

stator, 30 the total voluie of iren in the teeth Is 

144 11.4 = 1,640 cubic inches. The f1u per pole is 

6,610,000 lines, and the cross sectional area of the teeth 

per pole is 145 square inches. The average tooth density 

is thon 0610000 / 145 45,000 lines per sq. in. The 

frequency of magnetic reversal is 33. 33 cycles, and at 

the ¿iven density the hysteresis factor is 0.0081 vatts. 

The loss in the teeth is then 1640 x 33.3 x .0081 = 443 w. 



The length of iron in the core of the stator is 

20 inches4ts diametor at the roots of the tecth is 

47.5 inches, and the thickness is 4.13 ïnches. Therofore 

the e:terna1 diameter is 55.75 inches. The vo1un of 

iron in the core is 20 x ( - r. ) .7854 

= 13,400 cubic inches. The magnetic density in this 

part of the marietic circuit is 40,000 lines per square 

inch, and the hysteresis factor correaponding to this 

density is 0.0061.. The hysteresis loss in the stator 

core Is then 13,400 x 0.0061 x 33.33 = 2,730 watts. The 

total loss in both the core and. the teeth is 3,173 watts. 

THE WATTLES or MAGNETIZING CURRT. 

The formula for the determination of the wattless 

p X X lt. 

current ter phase is, I = - ------------------------ 
1.7 X m x T X L x T 

when p ïs the nubor of poles, is the flux per pole, 

1' is the effective air gap, m is the number of phases,. 

is the number of turns per phase on the stator, L is 

the longth of the ocre, and T is the pole pitch. All of 
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these factors are known with the exception of 1', the 

effective air gap length.. 

with closed rotor slots and open stator slots, L 

is ecju:l to the actual air gap multiplied by the ratio 

between the stator slot pitch arid the tooth width.. The 

actual air gap is 0.07 inches, the tooth pitch is 0.98 

ïnches, and the tooth width i 0.455 inches.. Therefore 

o 98 
the effective air gap is 1' = -- x .07 = 0.152 in. 

.455 

The pole pitch is 17.7 inchc, and by substitution in 

theabove formula we have ....... . ................... 

8 x 6.61 X 0.153 
- ---------------------------- = 83.5 amperes. 

1.7 x 3 x 48 x 17.7 x 22.35 

THE POWER C00NT.. 

The wattless, or magnetizing current is 83..5 amp., 

and as the exciting current will be very near this value 

it will be assumed as 85 amperes. The 12R loss in the 

stator will then be 3 x 0.064 x = 1400 watts, as 

tie resistance of the stator winding is 0.064 ohms per 

phase.. 



The iron loss In the stator Is given as 3,173 

watts. WIth the rotor running at zero load there is 

practically no loss in this part of the machine, as the 

rotor current is very small. An allowance of 3,000 watts 

is made to account for the inevitable friction and 

windage losses,, of both motor and enorator, as they are 

rigidly coupled. The sum OEf the losses Is then 3,000 

3,173 + 1,400 = 7,573 watts.. 

with a phase voltage of 440 volts, the current In 

phase with the impressed E.3Í.F, tò account for these 

losses is 7,573 / 3x440 5..7 amperes. The total nOi- 

load current Is 5..? + j 83.5 = 83.8 amperes, lagging 

83.5 
= 86° behind the voltage impressed. Thus 

5'? 

having located this vector, marked on the circle diagram 

as O-M, it is possible to lay off the line on which the 

diameter of the circular locus will fall, as It is drawn 

from the point M at right angles to the voltage axis. 
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THE CIRCULAR CURRENT LOCUS. 

This is the most importand part of the calculation 

of the perforniances,. for ontthe correct determination 

of the circle diagram, depend all the subeeuent calcul- 

ations. 

In any case the diameter of the circular locus i 

equal to the wattless, or magnetizing current, divided 

by the leakage factor, z. Probably the most reliable, 

as well as simple formula, is the one given by Mr. 

C. A. Behrend. According to his formula, the leakage 

1 

factor z C ------------ in which 1 1s the length 
:ole pitch 

g 

of the air gap. C is a constant = c x Ct, which are 

values depending on the ratio of po&e pitch to core 

length, and upon the air gap length to the nunber of 

slots, respectively. 'rom curves giving the values of 

c and o' as functions of these two ratios, given on 

page 422 of the "Standard Handbook", C = 6.7, and C' 

1.75.. Therefore C = 6.7 x 1.75 = 11.7. Substituting, 



0..00396 as the value of the air gap divided by the pole 

pitch, in the formula for z, we have, z = 11.7 x ..00396 

= 0.046. 

The wattleus magnetizing current is 83..5 amperes, 

and therefore the diameter of the circle representing 

the locus of the phase current 1a83.5 / 0.046 = 1,810 

amperes. y taking one half of this value, equal to 05 

amperes, to scalo,and from the point M drawing a semi- 

circle, with the center on the horizontal line from M, 

w have the required circular locus. 

with an impressed voltage of 440 volts, the possible 

current at right angles to the voltage is 1,810 aniperes, 

which gives a reactance per phase of 440 / 1810 = 0.243 

ohms. The resistance of the primary, or stator, winding 

is 0.064 ohms. The ecjuivalent primary resistance of the 

rotor winding must now be determined. 

This resietance,R", may be defined as the resistance 

which, when multiplied by the square of the load current 



in one phase or the stator, will give one third of the 

copper los3 in the rotor; three being the nu.m'oer of 

phases in the primary winding.. In the design of the 

rotor, the lose in the copper of the secondary wa 

watta, and the current in the primary winding was 250 

amperes, per phase. Therefore in the equation express- 

rotor loss 
ing the above condition, viz. R"I' = ---------- , we 

3 

8510 
have, by solving for R", R" = --------- =: 0.0455 ohi. 

3 x 

This is not the true resistance of the rotor, but the 

equivalent, when expressed in terms of the primary, or 

stator, current.. 

The total effective resistance of the primary is 

then 0.064 + 0.0455 = 0.1095 ohms.,The reactance is 

0.243 ohms, and therefore the angle of lag of the 

short-circuit current Is tan 
,24 

= 67°. Laying off .109 

this line from the point M, and making the required 

angle with the vertical, we have the short-circuit 

current determined by the intersection of this line and. 
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the circle. Added vectorially to the magnetizing current 

O-M, the total short-circuit current, as represented by 

O-C is 1,747 amperes. 

The circle diagram is shown on Plate 4, on the 

following page. 
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PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS 

from the 

CIRCLE DIAGRAM. 

By constructing a complicated figure, the different 

values of efficiency, locses, pbvter factor, etc.. might 

he taken directly from the circle diagram, but as thia 

involves a greater amount of drawing and scaling of lines, 

it was not considered as a sufficient1 accurate method 

of dea'ing with the problem. However, haing the circle 

diagram, the values of current may be scaled with auf- 

ficient accuracy. 

Taking the point P on the current locus; to de- 

termine the input, output, efficiency, etc. from the 

available data; 

The vector O-P represents the total current per 

phase in the stator. 

The towér factor of the supply current is equal 

to the numerical value of the cosIne of the angle G. 

The total power supplied to the stator is equal 



to 3 x 440 x OP x cos . Three Is the number of r.hases 

of supply, OP Is the before mentioned current iii the 

stator per phase, 440 is tho voltage of the supply, and 

cos is the power factor. 

The copper loss in the stator la equal to the 

srluare of the current OP, times the resistance per phase, 

times the nwnber of phases. The resistance per phase is 

0.064 ohms, and the number of phases is three, 

The current In the rotor when reduced to its equivalent 

stator value, is measured by the length of the vector 

1.!-P. IT represents the rotor current. 

The number of amperes required to overcome the no- 

load losses is 5.7. Therefore the power delivered to the 

rotor is 3 ( OP cos O - 5.7 ) minus the 12R loss In. 

the stator.. The final result IB anterod under the head- 

power to motor". 

As previously calculated the equivalent resistance 

of the rotor is 0.0455 ohms. The equivalent rotor current 
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ia MP, so the electrical lose in the rotor is equal to 

3 ( .rp )2 oo455 

The mechanical power developed in the rotor outside 

of that requircd to overcome the windage and friction 

1055013, which have been accounted for in the power requir- 

ed at no-load, is eival to the power supplied to the 

rotor minus the electrical losses in that same part. Poth 

these values are shown.. 

The slip of the rotor as has previously been ex- 

plained is equal to the rotor loss divided by the power 

supplied to the rotor. 

The speed of the rotor is equal to 100 minus the 

slip in per cent,. times 500 R.P.M. 

The efficiency of the motor Is equal to the 

mechanical output of the rotor divided by the electrical 

input to the stator.. 

The per cent of full rated load is equal to the 

output in kilo-watts times 100 divided by 275000. 



DATA FOR PERFORMÂTCES. 

Current 0.-P 113' 150 200 

Power factOEr 63 79 86 

Power deìd. to stator 94250 155200 227000 

Stator 12R loss 2560 4320 6780 

Rotor current M-P 64 113 169 

Power deltd. to rotor 87040 144480 212320 

Rotor i2R loss 558 1743 3900 

Power output 86482 142737 208420 

Per cent slip 0.7 1.2 1.8 

Speed in rev., per mIn. 497 494 491 

Efficiency in per cent 91.0 91.8 02.0 

Per cent of 275 K.W. load 31 52 75 

rower to rotor 
Torq'ue ------------ -- 24.7 46.5 68.7 

2xTrxn 

ITote;- The values of toruo are expressed in synchronous 

'watt s. 
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Data continued. 

Cuxr3nt O-P 300 406 

Power factor 91 92 

Power del'd to stator 360200 492000 

Stator 12R loss 17370 31650 

Rotor current M-P 270 377 

Power del'd to rotor 336630 453350 

Rotor 12R loss 9975 19380 

Power outtut 326655 433970 

Per cent slip 3.0 41.3 

Steed in res. per min. 485 478 

Efficiency in per cent 91.0 88.1 

Per cent load. 119 158 

Torque in syn.vatts 110.5 151.0 

On the following page, Plate 5, are the curves plQtt. 

from the forgoing data. 
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CALCULATIONS OF THE LOSSES AD EFFICIENCIES OF 

THE TWO MACHIIJES AS A U1IT. 

In the preceding pages have been constructed the 

curves of losses and efficiencies for the generator when 

running as an alternator with a power factor of 80%. 

From the data sheet for these curves take the total 

input to the generator, and determine the per cent that 

this is of the full motor load, which is 275 kilo-watts. 

From the ouxve of efficiencies for the motor find the 

efficiency for thie per cent of load, which when divi1ed 

into the input of the generator will give the motor 

input, The total loss is equal to the input of the motor 

minus the output of the generator,. and the tota]. offic- 

iency is equal to the generator output divided by the 

motot input. The efficie'ncy of the entire unit is also 

equal to the product of the efficiency of the two machines. 

Fo'lowing is the data sheet for total values, of 

1088es and efficiencies, at various loads. 
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Losses and fficienoies for Unit. 

Output In % of 00 25 50 75 

250 K. W. 

Kilo-watts output 00 6Z.5 125 187.5 

Generator loss 9.39 10.47 12.23 14.63 

Generator input 939 72.97 137.23 202.13 

Gen. effIciency 000 86.0 91.1 9a.7 

% of' motor load 3.4 Z6.5 50.0 53..5 

Motor effiiency 00 88.3' 91.0 92,0 

Motor input, K. W. I6..96 82.75 150.90 220.0 

Motor lose 7..57 9.78 13.67 17,87 

Total loss 16.96 20.25 25.90 32.50 

Total' effIcIenay ,% 00 75.-5' 83.0 85.2 
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LoGae and etficienciee co°t1nued. 

Outiut in er cent 100 125 150 
ai' 250 kilo-watte. 

ii10-watts output 250 312..5 375 

Generator icea 17,-56 21.29 25.54 

Generator efficiency 93.5 93.7 93.8 

Generator input 267,56 333.79 400.54 

Per cent r.otor load 97.4 121.0 145.0 

Motor efficiency 92.0 91.0 69.5 

Motor input K.W. 209.6 367.0 447.6 

Motor 1os, X.V. 23.04 33.21. 47.06 

Total 1089 in K. W. 40.60 54.50 72.60 

Total efficIency 86.0 85.3 84.0 

Plate 6 shows the curve-e of efficiencee and 

losses for the two rr.achinee as a unit. 
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In the foregoing is outlined the oubstance of the 

design of a niachine to fill the requirenients as specif- 

ed at the beginning. T1'oughout the work no accesa was 

had to the various design curves used by nianufacturers. 

Of course the variouo parts were dinieneloried to fill 

the conditions prescribed in a general way by modern 

p rae t ice. 

In comparing the values obtained in the decgn 

with those observed in current practice, the efficiencies, 

lr'ssee, and general data, are seen to be weI within tuS 

limits set by commercial machines. o atempt is mad 

at anything definitely new in the mechanical ccnstruct- 

Ion of thïs unit, for euch an atteipt with machines of 

this character would be foolis1ly combattng tried and. 

tested d'esigne, which in their field, extend no encourage- 

ment toward an attemt at improvement. In the various 

drawings the construction of the parts is made ceif- 

eplanatcry. 



Throughout the work the elide-rule was depended 

uron to furnish values v.'ith eu±'ficierLt accuracy, which 

is rerniseible in a work of this description where there 

ïs such a great anioimt of latitude permitted.. 

In supplying bthth direct and alternating currents 

with this unit, a very efficient way of i.iaintaining a 

constant potential at the teririnale is to use a TirrllJ. 

regulator in the fie.d to control the voltage of the 

direct current side. A this will affect the voltage of 

the alternating current terminala, the most effectual 

way of of preuerving the constancy of potential in the 

alternating current circuit would be by means of a 

potential regulator of the induction type. 




